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SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
Sunday, June 2, 1974-3:00 P.M. 
Baccalaureate Mass 
ST. JAMES CAThEDRAL 
Saturday, June 1, 1974-3:30 P.M. 
	
PRINCIPAL CONCELEBRANT 	REVEREND JOSEPI A. MAGUIBE, S.J. 
CONCELEBRANTS 	REVEREND ROGER E. Biciia-it, S.J. 
REVEREND EMMETT H. CARROLL, S.J. 
REVEREND GENE P. DELMORE, S.J. 
REVEREND A. A. Lux, S.J. 
REVEREND WILLIAM F. LEROUX, S.J. 
REvEn Js E. ROYCE, S.J. 
REvERn Louis A. SAUvAIN, S.J. 
REVEREND L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J. 
REVEREND J. KEVIN WATERS, S.J. 
REvm Pinup WALLACE, M.M. 
BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS 	REVEREND L. Jom' ToPEL, S.J. 
Assistant Professor of Theology 
Seattle University 
HYMNS 	"Ascendit Dens" Jacobus Gallus 
"Glozy to God" Randall Thompson 
"Agnus Dei" Tomas Luis De Victoria 
"0 Day Full of Grace" Weyse-Christiansen 
"Jubilate" Bernhard Lewkovitch 
Seattle University A Cappella Choir 
Louis E. ICirrIft, M.EcL, Director 
PAUL B. CAIIMONA, Organist 
Reception 
CAMPION TOWER—SEATFLE UNIVERSITY 
Saturday, June 1, 1974-5:00-7:00 P.M. 
Two 





PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
INVOCATION 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
RECIPIENTS OF HONORARY DEGREES 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES 
SEA'ITLE UNIVERSITY A CAPPELLA CHOIR 
PRESENTATION OF DECREES 
CHARGE TO GRADUATES 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
RECESSIONAL 
MARGARET MARY DAVIES, Ph.D. 
Mace Bearer 
Louis K. CIIEISFENSEN, Ph.D. 
Grand Marshal 
Micuo. LA1Kn, S.J., M.A. 
ANImE L. YnL, Ph.D. 
J. WnzjAm McLELLAND, M.A. 
Assistant Marshals 
"Grand March from Tarinhauser" Richard Wagner 
"Marche Romaine" Charles Gounod 
West Seattle High School Band 
Donn Weaver, M.Ed., Director 
WnijAm A. Guppy, Ph.D. 
Academic Vice President 
THE ROTC COLOR GUARD 
REVEREND JOSEPH A. MACUIBE, S.J., MA. 
University Chaplain 
REVEREND Louis Grry, S.J., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle University 
MILTON KATIMS 
Conductor and Music Director 
Seattle Symphony Orchestra 
Wn.LiAm PsrER BLATrY 
Author 
WiLLiAm PETER Bz.&rry 
Author 
"My Song in the Night" 
Paul Christiansen, arr. 
Soloist: NANcY STAPNES, (x)ntralto 
"0 Savior, Throw the Heavens Wide" 
Motet, Op.  74, No.2 Johannes Brahms 
Louis E. KELLY, M.Ed. 
Choir Director 
REVEREND Louis GAFFNEY, S.J., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle University 
WujjAm A. Guppy, Ph.D. 
Academic Vice President 
REvERm Louis G.jpiy, S.J., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle University 
President's Award 
Alumni Distinguished Service Award 
"Grand March From Aida" 
Guiseppe Verdi 
Three 
The University Administration 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
ROBERT D. O'BiiN, Chairman 	 JAMES MEEHAN, S.J. 
Asssistant to the Provincial for Education, Chairman, PACCAR Inc. 	
Oregon Province 
JoN G. BowM 	
President, The Boat Yard 	Dn. JEANETTE POORE 
MICHAEL DENNEHY 	
President, Everett Community College 
Vice President and Manager, 
Dean Witter & Company 
Louis GAFFNEY, S.J. 
President, Seattle University 
JolIN H. Gi&y, S.J. 
Dean, College of Humanities, 
University of Santa Clara 
PATRICK HOWELL, S.J. 
Academic Vice Principal, Jesuit High School 
LEO B. K4uFMANN, S.J. 
Professor of Philosophy, Seattle University 
JAi.s G. PowERs, S.J.
College of Arts & Sciences, Acting Dean, 	
Seattle University 
JAM 	 S.J. Es E. RoYCE, 
Director, Alcohol Studies Program, 
Seattle University 
Jui)GE CHARLES Z. SMITH 
Associate Dean, University of Washinn 
WILLIAM P. WOODS 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 
Washington Natural Gas Company 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
WILLIAM P. WOODS, Chairman 	 HAIou) H. Hm 
	
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 	 President, Glas-Form Corporation 
Washington Natural Gas Company THUR HEISDORF 
GENEVIEVE ALBEBS 	 Former President, Helsdorf and Nelson 
Seattle, Washington 
IRVING ANCHES 
Real Estate and investments 
THOMAS J. BAiNAN, Emeritus 
Former Chairman, Western Gear Corporation 
Etcn. BA'rroR 
Advertising and Public Relations 
WilLIAM E. Bosmo, JR. 
Chairman of the Board, Tn-Land Corporation 
JON G. BowmAN  
President, The Boat Yard 
EuGENE BERNNER 
Attorney, Janin, Morgan & Brenner 
HENRY BRODERICK 
Former Chairman, Henry Broderick, Inc. 
Crwi BUBGLIN 
Land Consultant 
WILLIAM R. CIIANrnsR 
Former President, Trans-Arabian Pipeline 
Mis. Joimr E. (MAncA1r) CUNNINGHAM 
Des Moines, Washington 
RALPH M. DAVIS 
President, Puget Sound Power & Light Company 
CAIU.os Fi.omi 
President, Flohr and Company 
Metals Fabricators, inc. 
HENRY T. IvEm 	
Attorney, Lenihan and ivers 
WilLIAM M. JENJUNS 
Chau'inan, Seattle First National Bank 
S. MICHAEl.. KUNATH 	
President, Alumni Association 
RlioAlnt LER, SR. 	
President, Lakeside industries 
E. PATRICK Lzi&i 	
Publisher, Fortune Magazine 
Mns. JAMES (D0Romy) Lyr.cii
President, Seattle University Guild 
GENE E. LYNN
Chairman, The Careage Corporation 
Mis. JAMES A. (JANE) LYONS 	
Coos Bay, Oregon 
JOHN W. MALONEY, Emeritus 
Architect, Maloney, Harrington, Freesz & Lund 
ROBERT D. O'BmEN  
Chairman, PACCAR, Inc. 
GORDON RoEssIs 
President, Northwestern Glass 
ROBERT L. SiiE1w 
Vice President & Manager, 
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, inc. 




WILLIAM P. BLATTY 
"Upon a significant novelist and film producer whose unique creation and imaginative treatment of the ancient 
Mephistopheles theme is in the best of the gothic tradition; whose vivid pen has generated a widely-read novel, 
stirred discussion here and abroad; and earned the commendation of several notable critics; whose screen 
play has recently been awarded an Oscar. 
"As the 18th Century gothic novel was born to 'call Hell to the rescue' of what one contemporary characterized 
an 'Iron Age,' so The Exorcist' memorably objectifles Evil in a time which would as soon ignore it; incisively 
opens for consideration the non-material dimension and rejects the hegemony of modern naturalism; it speaks 
to all of the enduring power and ultimate triumph of Love as it successfully contests with that which would 
debase man's nobility and see to his alienation from self, his fellow man, and his Cod. 
"HIS achievement with 'The Exorcist' culminates a writing career which began at Georgetown University, was 
furthered at George Washington University where he earned an English Masters degree, and which has shaped 
the creation of several novels and screenplays. 
"Upon William P. Blatty, Jesuit alumnus, author, and producer the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, 
honoris causa." 
MILTON KATIMS 
"Upon the Maestro in commemoration of this twentieth anniversary of his contributions to music and the arts 
in Seattle and the Pacific Northwest; who has received international acclaim for his exemplary leadership; for 
his dedication to the field of music. 
"A native of New York City, child of Hungarian-Russian heritage, his achievements and recognition as a violist, 
his international reputation as instrumentalist, mark him a protege of Arturo Toscanini. Maestro Katims, in 
addition to performing and conducting, has presented numerous recordings to the public, and published 
significant arrangements of classical works for his contemporaries. 
"He enjoys the reputation as one of America's most distinguished musical figures, communicating an outstanding 
love for and enjoyment of music; for nurturing creatively his artistic sensitivities in audiences all over the world. 
"He has encouraged and promoted the performance of classical and contemporary music within our school 
systems as well as for the public. He has inspired his listeners to the highest appreciation of music. 
"Upon Milton Katims of Columbia University, outstanding Music Director and Conductor of the Seattle 
Symphony Orchestra since 1954, architect for the arts, friend of Seattle University, the degree of Doctor of 
Music, hoiwris causa." 
Five 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Js C. PowERs, S.J., Px.D., Acting Dean 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 
	
CHRISTINE THERESA CoRBrr 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's 
total contribution to scholarly life and is made by the department chairmen and program directors of the 
College. A two-volume edition of the Oxford English Dictionaiy, an award which honors the memory of 
Dr. Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the University from 1947 until 
his death in 1968, is presented to the recipient. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ROBERT Miuzit ADAMS 
VICKiE VICUNA ANGELES 
JuuErrE MARIE ANGWIN 
DAVID LEF BAISTER 
MARY ANN FIucRx Bscx 
cum laude 
AIy KATHRYN Bmr 
sumtna cam laude 
RONALD DAVID BENrr 
PAUIA ILENE BIELsxi 
PAUL KURT BLISSENBACH 
KEvIN BROWN 
MARGARET ELEANOR BUCHMEIEE 
cum laude 
LnA MARIE BUROKEB 
cam laude 
Tit&cy JOSEPH CAlL 
ANN M1uty CAPARRos 
cum laude 
ROBERT LAURENCE EDWARD CABREE 
summa cum laude 
JANE MICHELE CARNEY 
MAvItsIN LouisE CARNEY 
cum laude 
CHARLES Piit CAW 
cum laude 
MARX KEITH CHANC 
STANLEY JOSEPH CHAP1N 
PHRP AI4N CHESTERFIELD 
Bjc.uiw JA1Es CoIA.N 
ANN MAUREEN C0NB0Y 
RICRAIW CoIrmsiIAs 
DONAW) DoYLE CooPER 
magna cum laude  
CHRISTINE THEmIS& Coiwrrr 
summa cum taude 
ULLA INGECERD CourER 
summa cum laude 
F. CIIA1uz Hn-aaE Cit 
magna cum laude 
DIANA EUzARErn CROON 
Joinr EDWARD DELANE 
STEPnzN THOMAS DEBKACIIr 
MICHAEL ROBERT DOYLE 
LEsLEY CHABLENE DUNcAN 
cum laude 
ANN-PATRICE EuzARi FARINA 
LulNcE FREoaicX FARRAR 
CHRISTINE LOUISE FINNEY  
summa cam laude 
HARVEY GA1um Fasziw JR. 
ROBERT Mnao FuznrANI 
ROBERT BRUCE GAJWNE1I JR. 
Jonr. Wurc GASKELI. 
WIlLIAM PETER GEoRCE 
summa cam laude 
BRENDA THEoDoRE GIvENs 
VICrOIUA JEAN GODBEY 
summa cam laude 
RONALD WmIIAM Git.HAM 
MARY Jo GROSECLOSE 
summa cam laude 
SHERWOOD BERic.Iw HALL JR. 
cam laude 
THERESA COLLINS HA1mJx 
KArmizN MARIE HAUGLAND 
magna cam laude 
MIcHARI. EUGENE HEINs 
ROSEMARY EuzmriI H.iiEN 
Rurus H. HmEBsow HI 
PAUL BERNIE Hori JR. 
WImAM ALLEN HowAiw 
THOMAS FRANCIS HUJAB 
PAUL ANTHONY INCILDSEN 
MYRA DENISE JACKSON 
MARK NATHAN JOBANSSON 
cam laude 
JEFFREY CARL JONES 
magna cam laude 
ANN MARIA KEGEL 
EDWARD JOHN KENNEY 
sumrna cam laude 
ANNm NmMumu Kimu 
MARY Couw KINERX 
summa cam laude 
THOMAS MARX KOENIG 
CmusroPuEiI THOMAS KORUCA 
cam laude 
CATHERINE MOWRY LACUGNA 
summa cam laude 
Bsi-ry MAIUE LAMANTEA 
LAURIE LAMoNT 
Ho-CuiNG LEE 
ROBERT RICHARD LECRAND 
ROBERT KELLY LIPP 
PATRICIA FAYE Lor 
RIcHARD Fiw'czs LOEENZ 
GREGORY LAItCEY MACDONALD 
TERwcE JOSEPH MAGUIBE 
MICHAEL GRAUNcEY MARm. 
Inagna cam laude 
Six 
DoN CuMus MA11x 
magna cum laude 
ANN SARA MATTHEWS 
Mouy HITE McDEvm 
summa cum laude 
Taos JOSEPH McDoNEu. 
magna cum laude 
Kmm Sco-rr McEwAN 
summa cum laude 
TrmoTHY PHILLip McCuIcAN 
BIUAN Js McGUIEE 
cum laude 
Mouy ANNE McNwmx.wx 
EUzAREm BABTZ MrN 
MARSHA VICK Muows 
tnagna cum laude 
CHARLES WILLIAM Miuyn 
TimoTixy Ross MOUNSEY 
MAUBA PATRICIA MURPHY 
DEANE Mnm Muam 
SltvEN Jom. NELSoN 
NEIL ANTHONY Niciiois 
MAX BRArY NoncAJr 
Pun.rp THOMPSON NovAX 
AiusrER HENRY O'BIUEN 
HowAm RAYMoND OLLILA 
RALPH WINSON OSGOOD II 
magna cum laude 
BENjAmm FIwxuN PALMER 
DAPHNE ANN PEBSING 
MIIt&EI. MANUEL PEINEAS JR. 
HMmY Guy PRocroR 
CONNIE SUE RAYFOED 
JOHN RoND Rum. 
sumrna cum laude 
SUZANNERYAN 
WAYNE HmEo SAixi 
Wssqiy MARIE SCHACK 
summa cum laude 
TERRY SusAN Scmim'r 
MIcHEUNE MARY ScHUGH 
DEAN DANIEl. Scorr 
MINORU SmMozAxi 
cum laude 
FRANK RAYMOND SmEBIus 
cum laude 
BONITA JAir SnMs 
LESUE KAY SoMERvnJ 
GAYLE DOREEN Soiuu) 
cum laude 
AIIN EDMUNDE STANDAEBT 
cum laude 
TIMoTHY Jom STAPLETON 
MAicAlur Rum SUTTON 
cum laude 
TIMoTHY MEImxu. THOENBURCU 
MAJIX KEVIN THORNSBEBRY 
cum laude 
EuzArH ANN THORNTON 
summa cum laude 
EuzARmi Tmo 
magna cum laude 
MARY ELLEN WALSH 
magna cum laude 
ROBERT NORMAN WASHBURN 
KRISTINE JOHNSON WEIHE 
GAYLE PATRICIA WELCH 
MARY ALICE WELLNn-Z 
LoRIEN LEA WENm  
magna cum laude 
LAURIE ALICE WFSTBROOK 
magna cum laude 
JOHN JOSEPH WILKIE 
MAUREEN MARIE WoJEworzIu 
cum laude 
VncINIA MAY Woi.as 
Bm FARMER Woors 
magna cum laude 
STEPHANIE JEAN YEE 
NANCY SAU-HANG YOUNG 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE 
B.iiuRErIt CoRIzoN AGOR 
HARoLD THOMAS ANDERSON 
magna cum laude 
MARION CLYDENA BAILEY 
JANET LEONA BIAni 
STE EEN MICHAEL BOURGETrE 
ANN PATRICIA BURKE 
cum laude 
DALE ANTHONY CALoi&ENI 
GREG EMERSON CAMDEN 
MARC ALAN Clriu4nr 
THOMAS CLINTON CLYDE 
WnuAM WAYNE COLEMAN 
GALE Aimq DUNLAP  
RoBF.wr WYLIE FENN  
JOSEPH GLENN FIBNSTAHL 
E4uu. DuANNE FuLK 
JOSEPH EUGENE GARcIA 
MARcA1r EuN Gi.own 
WILLIAM GEORGE GRoss 
PHILIP LEE HANNUM 
MARY JEAN HARRISON 
DONNA LEE HUET 
MARY PATRICIA JOHNSON 
McHARD Facis LEE 
JOYCE CAROL LINDWALL 
GLEN EDGAR MEUm. 
cum laude 
TIMo1'Iu IvER Mha.ms.ni 
DIAN STEVEN MICK 
JOSEPH ROBERT Miu 
MIcnAEL JAMES MOUNSEY 
MAUREEN Munpm 
cum laude  
ROSEMARY CIiIE MumHA 
XANDIS CHERRY PHILLIPS 
PAUL JOHN PLUMIS 
JAMES HENRY RAMAGLIA 
VERONICA MAJUE REBEIRO 
VICrOR Loins SACK 
cum laude 
SDBA ANN SHEPHERD 
LARRY GENE SMOKE 
MICHAEl.. LEON TAYLOR 
ROBERTA VOLE UNO 
cum laude 
PAULA JoAJmTE WUPRTDoN 
ROBERT J0sF.pJi Wpivi 
WILLIA MAR WILLIAMS 
ARNOLD WILLIAM WISKIRKEN JR. 
RoI3EBr J0IIN WuoiMA 
Seven 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES 
JOHN JOSEPH D1upu 
	
LAVERNE TERESA LANE 
	
JAMES JOSEPH PETERSON 
cum laude 	 ETHEL CAMILLE MAYS summa cum laude 
THOMAS JOSEPH GATES 
	
THOMAS LEE MENGERT 
	
KEVIN GERAEI SWEENEY 
SUSAN BECKER HEBrrACE sumrna cum laude CoREY WItu4M WEICK 
FRANCEs TERESA IRWIN 
	
RIcHARD LEE Momus 
	
SALLY OSTRANDER WHIPPLE 
VrRCINIA KAY KIRBY magna cum lande cum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Jis ALAN BENOIT 	 RONALD KINAI OTSUJI 	 IsADORE Miciia THOMAS 
GENE CARLTON CARTER GERALD Fncis ROACH TERRY GENE TIMS 
MIcHI. PAUL ORmIA1 	 cum laude 	 BARBARA McNfEE W000 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
ROBERT ANTONIO ABSOLOR 
BACHELOR OF POLICE SCIENCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
ROBERT BRUCE KANE 
	
JAMES Fiw'cis KNIGHT 
	
JAMES STEPHEN O'BRIEN 
tnagna cum laude cum laude 
DAVID JOSEPH Dmuci 
WimAM GEORGE Houicr 
EDWIN HERBERT LOFQUIST JR. 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
MICHAEL WILUAM LYNN  
LINDA DAIu MARI'm 
RIcHARD ToMAs OTTO 
cum laude 
YvoNNE THERESA SCHIRADO 
cum laude 
CAR0IINE GRminq SHEEHAN  
FRANcES K&THERINE Wsaw 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MARY ANNE Boyi 
	
DAVID LE5rER Hooxs 
summa cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MILITARY SCIENCE 
ALLAN HAL!. MCCLURE 
Eight 
School of Business 
Giii&u) L. Cx vEj, Ph.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
juiAD Yousu! ABBOUD 
GORDON JAMES ALEXANDER 
summa cum laude 
RICHARD LEE AMUNDSON 
Emc STANLEY ANDERSON 
summa cum laude 
SAMUEL AUGUSTUS BAXE1I JR. 
Krii JAls BAREOCA 
MAm STEVEN BELLEQUE 
magna curn laude 
SAMUEL MA.lrnN BENsEN 
GREGORY JASs BESIEY 
Joiiw CoIEi.Ius BIGAS 
THoMAS ANTHONY BOGDAN 
JoSEPH ANTHONY BouND 
WILUA.M PowELI. BROPHY 
LINDA NELSON BROWN 
DANIEL A. Bus 
JAMES Aur BulINs 
KrxN PAnucx Buimrs 
GLENN LEROY CARNEY 
Jis ROBERT CATLIN 
TOM DON CHINN JR. 
MATFHEW B. COSSETrE 
GARY RAY DAIisEN 
curn laude 
JAMES DMt'I.. DEcKER 
MICHAEL Joan DEIGNAN 
summa cum latde 
RIcIIAIW PAUL. DELAY Jn. 
Tmioniy JoSEPH DOONAN 
SusASI Lois DoucHEIn-Y 
KEVIN JOSEPH EIcAR 
STEPHEN HoPKINS Ei.us 
WILLIAM PAUL EMEL 
BAJIBARA BURGER ESHOM 
summa cum laude 
ANTHONY CuAluJis Fiun 
RoLLmi ANrnisw FATLAND 
curn laude 
MIcILI.EI. JolIN FERI.XCA 
STEPHEN JOSEPH FiLipovicil 
MAIUC JA1s FRoST 
Miciii.. LEE GILLESPIE 
earn laude 
BENErncr JOHN Gosso 
GARY FlIErnuc HANsERT 
DANIEl. JOSEPH HABICINS 
MARY MARGABIir HARxIIcs 
earn laude 
OLIVER THOMAS HARPER 
LARRY LEE HAY 
Wnuss EUGENE HAYES 
R0NAU RAYMOND HAYNES 
CARl., EDWARD FIENDEBSON 
ROBERT Suitio HIDANO 
BERTHA LAX-MING HUEN 
MrrcHEu. Yosmo IKEDA 
DUANGJAI JAIBSWATVATANA 
ME.r.vIN BRUCE JAVONILLO 
GEORGE CARL JONSON 
AIN TSUTOMU KIMUXtA 
DOUGLAS Giwr KIRBY 
JAMES ALAN KLOBUCHER 
HERScHEL AuN LAMB JR. 
Joarsi PowElL LE.ITH 
WILBERT YING LOOK 
GEORGE EDwARD LoVELL 
RoBIN Roy MANLEY 
Louis JAMES MABENAXOS 
ChARLES McDowELL 
EDWARD MARION McFJriuLAN 
magna earn laude 
FRANcIS XAVIER MCHUGH 
STAN WILLIAM MCNAUCHTON 
magna earn laude 
THOMAS PAUL MILIEu 
summa earn laude 
DANIEL EDWARD MILLFr 
KEN MIYAZAWA 
JOSEPH MIchAEL MORAN 
magna earn laude 
LAJiONDA WALTON MORGAN 
ROBERT Timonty MuuIou.&ND 
ROBERT Lyr.mi NIChoLAs 
MoiwuKo Nocucm 
WILLIAM STEVEN OAXSMr1'H 
RICHARD WILLIAM O'CONNELL 
THOMAS RICHARD ODLAND 
EDWARD DOUGLAS PAYNE 
earn laude 
DAVID BERT PELLEGRINI 
RICHARD Nom%w Prc.iw 
earn laude 
RAYMOND EUGENE PLUMB 
earn laude 
ROBERTA KATHERINE Po5EDEL 
CHAVEANG CREEl PRAYONGYOI 
STEPHEN JOSEPH RANDO 
THOMAS GEIIAIW REYNOLDS 
CLEMENT DAVID RUSK 
MICHAEL VAN RussEu. 
CONRAD ROBERT RYER Ju. 
JAMES JOSEPH SAJuo 
MIchAEL RlcrIAiw SABTAIN 
MATHIAS SCHARNICKEL 
RicaAlw Jouirsr ScHKEBLY 
CIIs-rophIEiu S. SEIWAN0S 
JAMES MAS0 SHIEAKI 
HERMAN SIMMONS 
OscAll GEORGE SUNDE 
EVELYN Cm.cmrrir SoISTER 
ROGER HUGH STUESSI 
JOSEPH JoHN SULLIVAN 
THOMAS MICHAEL SULLIVAN 
MAJDI A. TAHER 
STANLEY KAzuIcul TOMASA 
FRANK HAROLD UTLEY 
magna earn laude 
EDO ROBERT VANNI 
MARX ANTHONY VOLPE  
WilLIAM RIcitsD VoNE 
DouGLAS CLAUDE WAGNER 
MICHAEL THUBSTON WARN 
FREDDIE LEE WERsItE 
KEn'hl BRIAN WIUIAMs 
ROBERT HARRISON WOODARD 
HnIoMIcm YosmNo 
JOSEPH Zoim 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
LAwRENcE GIIAHAM BUCKlEY JR. 
GEORCE RICHARD ForisELi. 
MICHAEL ANTHONY JAMES 
JON RICHARD JONSON 
EDWARD PALM! PALMASON Ju. 
RIcIIAIW R.4y POwELL 
WAYNE RIcuAIw RASMUSSEN 
MICHAEL EUGENE RUEGAMEB 
YoMoju SArro 
ROBERT STEVEN WOODY 
Nine 
School of Education 
JOHN A. Monoiw, EdD., Dean 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 
	
cBRLSTINE MmE BELLEQUE 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the School of Education by the dean of the school. Selection is based 
primarily on professional potential as evidenced by a high degree of success in student teaching, academic 
achievement and service to the University. The award is a silver medal bearing the likeness of St. Ignatius of 
Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
JIMMIE HUNYER ALLEN SHANNON MARIE DoNomJE PAUL ALEXANDER LESH 
WALTER LEE ATKINSON Jn. PEGGY WILLIAMS Foxx LARRY CHARLES LONGWELL 
CmusrxNE MARIE BELLEQUE MARCAREr FRANCES Fmims MARY ANN McINYosH 
summa cum l.aude JUL MA.mE GOLDSMITH cum laude 
BAIauIA MoRICAI. BRowT,Jlrisw cum laude SR. MARY PANTALEON NAWANKU 
cum laude BARBARA JANE HABTMAN RICIIAIW Micii.. OlsEN 
CHRISTINE HIFUMI Btrro Inagna cum laude PEDRO DE LEON GuFBo 
WILLIE L2sit.0 CAMPBELL RONALD Foiw HOWARD PANGELINAN 
KIusrEEN CIIANnI.ER CARRoLL JANICE BAXUN HYDE Eur. MA.lui PABENY 
summa cum laude cum laude J.NNE MAInE PA1EN'r 
ArXA CoOPER JouN JosEPH JoRDAN JOANNE MAInE Por.oNI 
summa cum laude STEVEN LESLIE KAMMEYER RANDIANN KAuIUANI PomIAs 
JANET MARIE CURIUN MARY JoANNE KAUFER cum laude 
summa cum laude sunima cum laude RIcILUW PAUL SToIcovY 
Pimin' WAYNE Cuirns JR. KIRK LAWRENCE KAIJzIiuCH MARILYN Jw. STURM 
sumtna cum laude RICHARD GLEN KINCAID RONALD Au.jc.,r THOMPSON 
ROD GEORGE DERUNE CHARLIE WALKER III 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
FLoRENCE KORVELL ANDEBS KATHRYN Crm HOFFMEISTER LINDA ARLENE PECUES 
DANNY CuA1LEs BAIc magna cum laude Sx'i.viA NADINE PLEMER 
CABMELLIA GEYER BrI.EI1 PATRICIA MARIE HoPE NoRA JEAN Pou..ocx 
THOMAS GERALD BERGLOFF EUGENIA MARIE HoSEY BEiaJw MrrcHEu. PEAVEN 
PAULA LEE BIA.NCHI NANCY DANIELS JACKSON KATHLEEN ANNE RosELI. 
CmusrINE HELEN BUNKS MARY McELEoY JASPER JEANNE HARMON Ross 
RITA MARIE BUNKELMAN cum laude magna cum laude 
magna cum laude MARCIA LEE KABII Doucis Scorr RunIERroIw 
JANE B. CABi"rnc cum láude TERRENcE JOSEPH SCHEUER 
Jo ELLEN CALDWELL Ai.rlIEI) JOHN LACRO GARY WHUAM SCKIMPF 
magna cum iaude GLORIA JEAN LADD summa cum laude 
PATRICIA Jo CAimoLI. MARILYN CAVALAR LAINE NANcy ROESCII SLATER 
magna cum laude BErry Huuus LOWE C0BA FAY SMITH 
ANTOINEnt HAUNANI CASTOR 
KArm.sN TERESE MARION 
cum laude 
MOLLY ENNIS STUBRUD 
PAMELA SUE CLAYWELL 
MARIE VIVIAN MARX 
Rum FocRA TAJON 
summa cum laude STEPHEN EARL. CLYMER 
MADELYN JEANNE ComucAN 
JACQUELINE K.H. MAU JOHNNIE B.w)wIN TUCKER 
sTEPHANIE PUAN. 	CUEtuo 
KATHLEEN DEIBDRE MCHUGH GREGORY WrWAM TURNER 
SARAH EDNA DAWSON 
VIOLA WARE Mrx AroINEi-rE WALL 
JOSEPH Louis DELATEUR JR. 
GEORGE BLAISE MONOSTORY NANCY ANDERSON WEESE 
SUSAN MARY ELWELL 
GERALDINE WILLIAMS NIXON magna cum laude 
cum laude 
LUANNE Rio OKUBO BErrY DAVIS WILLs 
MARIANNE FRANCYS OLivEs summa cum laude 
THOMAS EDWARD FLETCHER magna cum laude NANCY EuEN YKE 
ANN ELIZABETH HALVERSON MARGARET MARY PASTR0 magna cum laude 
ROSE-TREBESE Hio?m magna cum laude EVELYN DORIS YOUNG 
SALLY LEE HAvic MARGARET HUBLEY ZAPPELLI 
Ten 
School of Nursing 
Eum M. RIDGWAY, Ph.D., Dw 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
PATRICIA MAIW ANDERSON 
L0RI ANNE BANcIio 
MAi4cAI1r AIN BENTLER 
JANE FRANcES BERCH0F1' 
cum laude 
MARY AuA BoHom'ousll 
summa cum laude 
CYNTHIA ANNE BOURGEOIS 
cum laude 
DORA KRAsucIa CALHOUN 
BARBARA ANN CASEY 
LUtEN CLARE CIIESLEDON 
PATRICIA GIBSON C0Rc0RAN 
magna cum laude 
CAROLE ANN CRowDER 
MELODY ANN DANA 
magna cum laude 
JoA.NNE DELAY 
summa cum laude 
TERESA SusAN D0Bs0N 
THOMAS EDMUND Donxvr 
LINDA MAUREEN DUNN 
cuin laude 
MABYALYCE CONSTANCE EBERT 
ELIzABETH VIRGINIA EcCEm 
LUCINDA Mmn FARMAN 
JENNIFER LINDSEY GENEZ 
LINDA JEANNE GILSDOBF 
BERNADrrE MARIE GREIvE 
CoLLEEN MARGABEY HARDY 
KATHLEEN MARIE HAUGLAND 
magna cum laude 
SmpiERr BRANcRI HAWBAXER 
BiucurrE CIIIA HIILSON 
cum laude 
SHIRLEY JEAN JOHNSON 
sumi-na cum laude 
JOANNE Ei.iz&sm Kw 
CABLOTTA C. KOa.NsKi 
ANDREA LEE Kon'EoF 
cum laude 
PATRICIA JEAN LANG 
LORETrA MARIE LEGEAND 
cum laude 
JJirrii MARIE LEWELLEN 
MARY BIUIGE1-r MANCA 
J0ANN JELOVICH MCFADDEN 
GAIL MARIE McCuiu 
cum laude 
KATHLEEN ADAn MCMANNAMA 
MIcHEA.i. PmTR McR4z 
ELIZABETH FRANCES MEAGiira 
MARY HELEN MERBIMAN 
RENm CHERIE MoORE 
REv. KEVIN MICHAEL Myizs 
CATHERINE EUZASEm NEAl. 
cum laude  
Ha.EN CREASON NELSEN 
PATRICIA O'CONNELL 
PRISCILLA ANNE PIAST 
summa cum laude 
SUSAN LYNN Popp  
DERBIE LEE RANSIEB 
MARY CAROL ROBBINS 
magna cum laude 
MoLLY MIchAEL SCRRAM 
VICKI MARIE SESSIONS 
summa cum laude 
CAROLEE MAIUE Si&w 
MARY TIcEY SHEEHAN 
JoHN ALLEN TARE 
RxAN MARIE TvIcH 
MARY ANNE TIETJEN 
magna cum laude 
DIANNE MAEGARETrA VENTURA 
S1tILA FIIERL WADDINGTON 
summa cum laude 
Eu& CHRISTINE WALLACE 
MARY ALICE WHITAKER 
CAROL JEAN WIELTSCHNIG 
DONA MARIE WILSON 
cum laude 
JAB&s S1tPIIEN Wnu's 
BARBARA BERG WooD 
ALICE HENDERSON WOODS 
JoHN PABST ZINGIIEIM 
School of Science and Engineering 
GARY A. ZaommmAN, PH.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CAROL ELIZABETH Ez 
	
ANNE MARIE LAVALLA 
	
MARX CLYDE RAITEAY 
TERESA ELIZABETH Kulnz 	 summa cum laude gumma cum laude 
summa cum laude Js LowELI.. PARKER 
	
SABRA Jo SERRIN 
	
summa cum laude magna cum laude 
Eleven 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CiusropiIER ROBERT ANDERSON 
LAWRENCE ELDEN BACwUL 
magna cum laude 
FREDERICK ARTHUR CAPxucclo 
JA.ls ARmua CMpoux 
summa cum laude  
Pmt DouGlAs GRIMM 
cum laude 
JoANNE MABIE KATONA 
Louis Scorr MAIuca. 
DAVID WAYNE Monms 
summa cum laude 
Wxuii ANTHONY SiRoKm.AN  
ALAN RAYMOND TAYLOR 
Jomr Emc VORTHMAN 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
SN THoMAS ATTERIDGE 
summa cum laude 
ROBERT FBicIs Bmy 
LAURA CHIN 
summa cum laude 
JEANErrE ANN DAVIDsoN 
magna cum laude 
GERTEUDE HAZEL DEDRIcK 
cum laude 
LEsLIE KErril HUNTER 
LENORE MARIE INGRAM 
cum laude 
MARY MARGARET MEYER 
summa cum laude 
JEANFrrE Mnm Nonms 
magna cum laude 
Momus MARC Somo 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
PETER MA1m?. Fux 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
MARcAJr DER BA.RNECUT 
	
MIcHAEL DAVID DATFILO 	 MIcRI.. BRUCE SMiTH 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
JEFFREY OWEN DOER 
	
JERRY ROBERT O'NEIU. 	 Wiwi Josii STALCUP II 
THos Orro KosTEIicKY 
	
MIcirARI GEORGE SPANOS III 	PAULA JoANNE WHEELDON 
RIcrrAIID LER Moiuus 
magna cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
W.I.CmNc TERESA LINC 
	
KEISTINE EROS LurGI 
summa cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
CYNTHIA ScRwErFzER CHANDLER 	Crnusm Miim Conii 	 LAURENE L&u KoLAsIrsKI 
summa cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL SCIENCE 
HAluty LWYI) Biutwsi 	 MARY ANN GAGNON 
	
MERYL ALum RICKEY 
Twelve 
BACHELOR OF HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICES 
CHARLOTTE LolIErrA BAwDEN  
HELEN LORRAINE CRANDAlL 
MARLENE MAR CluTcH 
RoSEMARY H. EDENS 
Lyr.m MiuE ENCELL 
hIENE CANDACE HAWLEY 
PAULINE MuuE HUGHES 
BAil1A JoANNE LENTZ 
magna cum laude  
IRENE Enw MATSUMOTO 
PATRICIA MARY MCDONOUGH 
VALERIE FUJIYE NAYEMArSU 
cum laude 
MARSHA Di.NE PLUMMER 
cum laude 
DONNA JAN PowELL 
BARBARA ANNE P1w ruM 
cum laude 
KErEm DouGlAs ROSE 
KATIIE1uNE MARY RUSTEMEYER 
CAROL ESTHER ScImtEuNc 
JANET LouisE STEVENSON 
summa cum laude 
HELEN MARIE WOOD 
BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Arnxruxi SAAD AL MAJI-IDOWI 
cum laude 
ABDULLA MOHANNA ALMOAIBED 
WILLIAM RIMES CHAMBERS 
cum laude  
ALLEN SIHNG-TAI CHAN 
NoEL Louis GILBROUGH 
Tmromy DAT Tni Low 
RIcRk1ID DAVID PIERCE 
JAMES ANTHONY ROBERTSON 
MIcmIA.Ei. PAUL RoLi.. 
cum laude 
ABDULAZIZ MOHAMMED SUBEIE 
BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
YOLANDA PABRENAS BRETANIA DoUGLAs PAUL JoNEs Joimi GREGORY MERREU. 
JOHN MICHAEL Bu-roic RUSSELL, MASATO KomE summa cum laude 
MARTIN Sru MING CHANG EDMUND YER MON Lim4 EDWARD OrisoN MINOR 
CnARIs CHESTER COBSICLIA JR. summa cum laude MIcHAEL SniPi-IEN TRESELER 
DENNIS EDWARD GOODWIN JOHN JOSEPH MATEJ cum laude 
JosEPH GEORGE HAFNER 
BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
DAVID YUKIO ABA! 
	
WAYNE KENJO GusmKtm 
	
JAMES DON PIcrlTrr 
RAUL VILLANUEVA BATAYOLA 
	
WILLIAM EuHR WILBUR 
Graduate School 
JAMEs J. Cowcmt., S.J., Ph. D., Dean 
MASTER OF ARTS 
GALE WEBNrL AYxKA 
	
DAVID LEE KNOWLTON 
	
MARGARET ANN PENNE 
LOWELL ARTHIJR HAGAN 
	
JAMES ROBERT PAciwoOD 
	
STEPHEN HowARD ROwE 
EDWARD JoHN KENNEY ROSEMAIUE PAFF 
	
LEROY FIANc!s WERGrs JR. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
YUK-PTJI JOSEPH KwAN 
	
DoRoTHY ELLEN MEGCIT 
	
TERRY SAMUELSON STRANsEY 
VALERIE Jo NICHoLLs 
Thirteen 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
ALAN LEE DOBYNS 	 MIcILtEL Psmn Miuzn 	 IsrvAN SzARo 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL SCIENCE 
JoHN PHILIP BENSON 
GABBY MANus BROwN 
CAnMA WESTMORELAND BUDSBERG 
JIM LEE CHESTERFIELD 
JoHN KARL DEPLACE 
GARY WILEoxw DIXON 
JoAN ELxzABEm Dugis'r 
LARRY LEONARD Epp 
Gxcuo REN0 Fmco 
GEIuLD HENRY HACEBABTH 
JOSEPH LoulE HAMM 
SHARON LEE HEGEWALD 
RIChARD JohN KnocK 
SR. BARBARA Kusii, SCL 
LEWIS WILLIAM LEIDHABDT 
JAMES THOMAS LEIGH 
Axirr Ficis Lucxs 
DAVID LEWIS RAWLS 
Eini. \VoLFGAMiI 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
WILLIE CLUSTER AIKENS JOSEPH MICHAEL Fowi 
DABREL HAROLD ALBERT Fiwx EA1U. Fo 
ROGER DoUcIs BARBER JOHN LEwis CELBEB 
ORw LEE BARLOND LEm' EBLINC GREFSIWD 
MIcilABi ANDIIEw ROBERTSON BATE HAAXON THOMAS HANSON 
JACK MERVIN BAUSH RAY ARTHUR HAItBIN 
FARRELL DEAN BJoiuoEAN HUNTER GEIWW HASELTON 
Cor,IE KA.mI BlEaT. Jiss GEORGE HEnq'rz 
CLYDE DONALD B0ELENs AIAN TASm Hosnnio 
BRYCE MILTON BROWN DENNIS LEON HowARI 
ALVIN JOSEPH BRUCILAL CHARLES ROBERT Huiisr 
HENRY ARLo BURGER MARCUS JOSEPH JOHNSON 
HLEY Euswoitm Ci&uEIu.AxN DIANA WEBER JoNES 
MIchIARI. ROBERT COBB NELL DWYER JoNEs 
LOOMIS LESLIE Cwqmj.t. THOMAS JAMEs KARASEK 
CARL RAY CHBISHNE RIcIIAIW M. Knsciiit 
Bm.&r PATRICK Cuim WIWAM EDWARD KREJNER 
DANHa. JOSEPH CuMMus RONALD HENRY KxiNREcK 
ROBERT THOMAS DAILEY KENNETH WILLIAM KUsTER 
RONALD JOSEPH DELISMON LoLA MICHELE LACKEY 
GORDON FlEBIcK Eu.is PAUL ROBERT LACY 
JAMES MATrHEW Er.usoN EUGENE ADOLPH Lmxnus 
ROBERT WATSON Eisnoy THoMAS MERLE LINDBERG 
CLIFTON ALBION ERIQSON II CESAB Fro LUMBA 
JOHN SIMPSON FIhm& 
JAMES THEODORE MuIsON 
RIcHARD KEiTH MAGNUSON 
DON RAYMOND MABiaw 
JoHN ERNEST MATEJKA 
JON EDWARD MCKAY 
MicmAL ALLAN Mrun 
GLEN THoMAS MUNCY 
Mtci. Fix MmAN 
JOHN NACY HI 
JEROME A1isIEw Oi.sow 
ROSE ADELE PACLIA 
Noiew4 RxcIMItn RRA 
CHARLES RONALD RUSSELL 
PHADIAJ SAZNCvADHANAKUR 
LEONARD BARNARD SMITH 
GREGG DUANE TAYLOR 
DENNIS EDwIN THORNTON 
EDMOND TusNI 
DARIEL LEONEL VELA 
THOMAS ROY WAGGENER 
DONALD BRUCE WALmit 
DIoNYsrus SUWEN WILLIAMS 
ROBERT MILTON WOODRUFF 
JOHNNY WAYNE W000 
Aiuzw ZAREH YOUSOUFIAN 
Fourteen 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
XNUTE ALDEN ADAMS 
ROBERT WILLIAM BASTASCI! 
KATHLEEN KEOUGH BAuER 
Jom RONALD BAYTON 
JoLOvE LEHmER BEAd! 
Jom OscAR BEIMBORN 
JoAN PAwIrr BRU. 
DOROTHY MAE BENNETr 
CARMEN Rs BETrXNEsIU 
ELAINE LuamE Bz..00zi 
MtPK WOOD BoYrroN 
KENrn Jomi BROWN 
THo.&S JOSEPH BYRNE  
SR. Kni ANNE CABROL, OSF 
ORSON LESLER CHRISTENSEN 
ANNA MARIE CORWIN 
JAMES Louis Dli Gx 
ROBERT RAY Dlixo 
DON WILLIAM DENNEY 
CHRIsnNE Dxs DicKmAN  
JEAN ALVORD D0N0HUE 
ROSE GnNEY DURKIN 
JAMES RODNEY ESAIJ 
DANIEL PATRICK FAIlnlii. 
ALFRED Fmic 
THERESA MARIE FWYI) 
JAMES MICHAEL FLYNN 
REv. JOHN FoJUIEsTER 
BILL GENE FowI.ER 
RONALD PAUL Fir 
CAROLYN ESTHER GRAVES 
KATHLEEN GuriERiurz GREGoIRE 
DIANA LEE HAMMER 
MARY CILMOUR HANKEN 
GARY DEE HANSON 
SARA ST. Cx.ui HARDER 
SUE BI.00D HAYNES 
ERVIN NELs HOGLUND 
WILLIAM DANIEL HuEirr 
CABoLE LYNN HYATF 
ROGER KARl. HYPPA 
ALEXANDER BRYAN JOHNSON III 
ChEEr LYNN JOHNSON 
DAvm EvAN JoNES 
JAMEs WARREN JoRDAN 
NORMAN JEROME JOSEPHSON 
GARY GENE KINCH 
Euz..REriI Ao K0ESLER 
PAUL MASA KUB0IwA 
JAMES Wu.UAM LANcus 
MAUREEN FLORENCE LAW 
WILLIAM MICHAEL LINEHAN 
FRANK VALENTINE LUBASH 
B.iARA Jo LUMPKIN 
REv. THEoDoRE IRVING MARMO 
VIOLET IVY MEDAX 
41a.is HowAiw MITCHELL 
HsIEN-YUEH Nm 
CLAUDE DANIEL NORRIS Jn. 
MARGARET KAI-rnlyrc NUCENT 
WHITNEY CH&aiEs PorrEn 
JOHN Cu.nus PiUME.w 
HARRY VAUGHN PURPUB 
JOAN SIBRIE RAY 
BOB WAYNE REIMER 
FLOYD ALFRED RICHARDSON 
JOSEPH WILLIAM RICHER 
HowARD LESLIE ROACH 
STEPHEN WALm ROBINSON 
PATRICIA PETERSON ROESSLER 
JAMES ITARoLD RoI...ND 
DONALD Fmmcic Sciiori. 
KAnHEEN Yvo SEAncY 
LEN0RE O'CONNOR SEVEBSON 
YEN-Hul SHAN 
ANrnuIw MICHAEL SIArr III 
BRUCE SOURAKEE 
GARY STEWART STEVENS 
MARY Cr..&iuI STOCKING 
SANDRA N0RENE STONEBREAKER 
RICHARD Piirun' Si'ucicy 
CoNmx) Airriroi THOMPSON 
JAMES RJcA1w THOMPSON 
CI.AIIENCE TIESSEN 
LARRY MichAEl.. TODD 
DONALD VICrOR Vonis 
MICHAEL RICHARD WALKER 
RAY CLARK WASHBURN 
RICHA1W OLIVER WATSON 
DoNN LEE WEAVER 
LARRY WEST 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Sn. CLAiRE LUCILLE BEAuD0IN 
JANE EDNA BEN0 
SR. PAUL BER.xgrrE BOUNK 
MONICA EILEEN BREroACH 
Sn. HELEN THERESA BimrAN 
Sn. THERESA REBECCA BRKI-THAUER 
Sn. CONSTANCE ELIZABETH 
BmlKO11-1ER, OSF 
Sn. JENNIE MARTH.& BuRIal 
Sn. HELENA Cuy 
SR. MARY CATHERINE CARTER 
MARY HENN'ESSEY CHARLES 
Sn. MARGARET ESTHER 
CocEBunI, MHSH 
Bn. JAMES M. CoLE, CFC 
ANNE Mni CEUNE CORE, SSL 
SR. MARIE LOUISE CoRE 
REV. JACK STANFORD Cox 
Sn. IRENE DANICE CuLLEN, RSCJ 
DIANNE LEE DANIELS 
MARY PEnm DAWE 
REv. WAYNE ANTHONY DEBLY 
REv. CHARLES FRANCIS DoucHEwrY 
BR. DENNIS RILEYELwELL 
SR. KAI-mjEN ANN ERICKSON, RSM 
SR. JUDITH FLARAVAN 
Louis STEVEN FOURMAN 
SR. MARY MARGARET GOECKNER, 
OSB 
Sn. KATHLEEN MARY GONSALVES, 
SHF 
MARY MARJORIE HACK 
PATRICIA HELEN HANsoN 
BR. CHAIuJIs Wu.UA.M HARTLING 
Sn. MICHELLE GAVIN HEDICAN, OSB 
REv. JOSEPH BERNARD IBACH 
REV. JAcQUES DONAT JOHNSON, 
OMI 
CAROL JEAN KASTL 
Tnonrr JAMES KEANE 
REV. FRANCIS Biiirnri Kowi 
Lmli Fncxs LEiUTZ 
REV. DAVID JOSEPH LINDEMANN 
Sn. CHARI..orrE ANN MADIGAN 
SR. JUDITH ADELE MADICAN 
Sn. HELEN Loursil MASON, SP 
SR. JANET LEONA MAY 
SR. MARGARET MARY MAY, SND 
SR. ELLEN MCHENRY, MHSH 
GEORGE ALLEN MoORE 
SR. EILEEN Muxpjiy, MSBT 
SR. VIcroniA PASTRAN0, MCDP 
ROBERT OMEB PAULET 
SR. PATRICIA KATHERYN PERKINS 
Jwr THERESA PETERS 
SR. MARY ArcNE Pitu 
Sn. CHRISTINE RAuscif 
REv. CHAIUE5 ROBINSON 
SR. JOAN R0ST, MSBT 
SR. MARY STEI.LA SCuHBERcER, 
SSCM 
Sn. CARRIE MARGARET SCHINDLER, 
MHSH 
Sn. CHRISTOPHER ANNE SCHMIDT, 
SHF 
REv. Ai.oysrus FLORENTINE SCIIMITE 
Sn. NANCY HELEN SchIwiErus, 
CHM 
REV. ROBERT PETER STAMSCHBOR 
SR. ELSIE MARIE SmSEN, DJ 
SYLVIA C. SULLIVAN 
Sn. JoAN SUPEL, OP 
THERESE HELEN Scmim THOMAS 
HELEN TUERESE WASSEBLEIN 
SR. PAULA MARIE WEBB, SFCC 
Sn. ANN WEBEB, SND 
Sn. SUSAN MMUE \VEBER, SND 
PAULA WELLNITZ 
Sn. CHRISTINE MAiIE WILTRAXIs, 
MSBT 
SR. MARY IRENE ZIMMERMAN, SSMO 
Fifteen 
Charge to the Graduates 
In response to a special charge which will be given to them by Reverend Louis Gaffney, S.J., President of 
Seattle University, the graduates will recite in unison the following pledge: 
WITH A SOLEMN SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY / I PLEDGE MYSELF / 
TO HOLD MY DEGREE / AS A SACRED TRUST / WITH UNTARNISHED 
HONOR TO MYSELF / IN GENEROUS LOYALTY TO ALMA MATER / 
AND WITH FIDELITY TO MY FELLOW MEN I TO MY COUNTRY / AND TO MY COD 
A wards 
MARY ANN Boyi 
PRESIDENTS AWARD 
	
MARY COLLEEN KINERK 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. 
A symbol of outstanding academic achievement, the President's Award is a small obelisk of fine crystal on 
which a sketch of the Liberal Arts building tower is finely etched. Around its base are the words 
"President's Award 	Seattle University 1974" 
ALUMNI DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
	
GENE E. Lyw 
For seventeen years the Seattle University Alumni Association, in conjunction with its Board of Governors, 
has bestowed the Alumni Distingushed Service Award. The 1974 recipient is Gene E. Lynn, Founder and Board 
Chairman of the Careage Corporation, a national developer and builder of hospitals, medical offices and con-
valescent centers. As a Seattle University Regent, Mr. Lynn was chairman of the 1973-74 Annual Fund Drive. 
He is also a member of the Executive Committee and Board of Directors of Bank of the West. 
Graduate Fellowships 
Mary A. Boyle 
Peter M. Falk 
Mark N. Johansson 
Jeffrey C. Jones 
M. Colleen Kinerk 
Wai-Ching Ling 
Molly H. McDevitt 
Charles W. Miller 
David W. Morris 
Richard L. Morris 
Jeannette M. Norris 
Richard T. Otto 
Mark C. Rattray 
Gerald F. Roach 
John R. Ruhl 
Frank R. Siderius 
(List incomplete due to publication deadline) 
Northwestern University Psychology Fellowship 
University of Notre Dame Chemistry Assistantship 
Duquesne University Clinical Psychology Assistantship 
University of Southern California Law School 
University of Washington Law School 
Washington State University Mathematics Teaching Assistantship 
Fordham University Philosophy Assistantship 
University of Puget Sound Law School 
Cal Tech Chemistry Research Assistantship 
University of Puget Sound Law School 
University of Puget Sound Biology Assistantship 
Gonzaga University Law School 
University of Washington School of Medicine 
Gonzaga University Law School 
University of Notre Dame Law School 
Gonzaga University Law School 
Sxtn 
Commissions 
JUNE 1, 1974— *Sean  T. Atteridge; *Lawrence  E. Bagwill, Air Defense Artillery; Paul B. Hoff, Jr., Infantry; 
*Alan  T. Kimura, Armor 
MARCH 15,1974 — Dennis E. Goodwin, Signal Corps 
DECEMBER 14, 1973—Paul K. Blissenbach, Infantry; *Thomas E. Fletcher, Medical Service Corps; 
Edwin H. Lofquist, Infantry; *Allan  H. McClure, Signal Corps 
SEPTEMBER 5, 1973—William G. Gross, Infantry 
JULY 26, 1973 — AD ave  K. Lunasco, Ordinance Corps 
Dlstlnguished Military Graduate 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Linda M. Dunn 1st Lieutenant, Army Nurse Corps 
Rennee C. Moore 1st Lieutenant, Army Nurse Corps 
Carolee M. Shaw 1st Lieutenant, Army Nurse Corps 
James S. Wirfs 1st Lieutenant, Army Nurse Corps 
Alice H. Woods 1st Lieutenant, Army Nurse Corps 
Student Achievement Awards 
Athlete of the Year Award 
American Society of Civil Engineers—Regional Student Paper 
Competition—First Place 
American Society of Civil Engineers—Regional Student Paper 
Competition—Second Place 
American Society of Civil Engineers—Regional Student Paper 
Competition—Third Place 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers—Regional Student 
Paper Competition—Third Place 
Millet Award for Academic Improvement 
Department of the Army Superior Cadet Award 
Reserve Officers Association Scholastic Achievement Award 
Sigma Theta Tau—Outstanding Nursing Senior Award 
	
1973-74 	Liane M. Swegle 
1973-74 	Noel L. Gilbrough 
1973-74 	 Michael P. Roll 
1973-74 	James M. Ryan 
1973-74 	 Edward Chu 
1973-74 Alan T. Kimura 
1973-74 	Sean T. Atteridge 
1973-74 Lawrence E. Bagwill 
1973-74 	Kathleen M. Haugland 
Eugene F. Fabre Award—presented annually by Alpha Sigma 
Nu to the senior students who have done the most to pro-
mote scholarship 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Prize for Political Science 
Alpha Kappa Psi Award 
American Marketing Association Outstanding Student Award 
Outstanding Graduating Seniors in Business 
School of Business Distinguished Service Awards 
Fr. Edmund B. McNulty, SJ, Award to Outstanding Engineering 
Senior 
Graduates Club Outstanding Athlete Scholarship Award 
Society of American Military Engineers Award—Seattle Post 
Sr. M. Ruth Niehoff Nursing Faculty Award to Outstanding 
Senior Students  
Student Academic Awards 
1973-74 	Mary J0 Groseclose 
James L. Parker 
1973-74 Kenneth S. McEwan 
1973-74 Michael J. Deignan, Ill 
1973-74 Kenneth J. Barroga 
1973-74 Barbara B. Eshom 
Michael J. Deignan, Ill 
1973-74 Edward M. McFerran 
Stanley W. McNaughton 
1973-74 William R. Chambers 
1973-74 	 John R. Ruhl 
1973-74 James M. Ryan 
1973-74 	Kevin M. Myles, OSB 
Vicki M. Sessions 
Seventeen 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONORARY 
Bonito C. Almojuela, Amy K. Bedient, Mary A. Bohorfoush, Merwyn A. Boque, Jr., Patricia J. Carroll, 
James A. Champoux, Laura Chin, Alene B. Cisney, Christine T. Corbett, Janet M. Curran, Philip W. Curtis, 
Melody A. Dana, Jeanette Ann Davidson, Jacalyn A. Dean, Barbara B. Eshom, Christine L. Finney, Marilyn 
A. Gage, Linda S. Grant, Thomas W. Gregory, Thomas F. Grohman, Mary J0 Groseclose, M. Lynette 
Habersetzer, Margaret Mary Hagen, Barbara Jane Hartman, Kathleen M. Haugland, Susan R. Heritage, 
Kathryn C. Hoffmeister, Stephen W. Hooper, Lenore M. Ingram, Mary McElroy Jasper, Shirley J. Johnson, 
Jeffrey C. Jones, Verlin L. Judd, M. Colleen Kinerk, Catherine M. LaCugna, Anne M. Lavalla, David C. 
Leppla, Wai Hung Leung, Wai-Ching Ling, Diane M. Lombardi, Teresa M. Lombardi, Victoria A. Lombardini, 
James E. Lorang, Lena Low, John Lukjanowicz, Louis A. Matej, Edward M. McFerran, Glen E. Meldahl, 
Thomas L. Mengert, Mary M. Meyer, Richard L. Morris, William J. Nelson, Michael D. Nevins, Stanley 
C. T. NG, Jeanette M. Norris, James L. Parker, Clarinda S. Paul, James J. Peterson, Kevin G. Peterson, 
Priscilla A. Piast, Darryl L. President, Mark C. Rattray, John A. Ruhl, Leo A. Sander, Suzanne M. Schoen, 
Sabra Jo Serrin, Vicki M. Sessions, Don D. Soreng, M. Marc Soriano, Julie M. Sprague, Timothy Sullivan, 
Mark K. Thornsberry, L. John Topel, SJ, Michael S. Treseler, Elizabeth Tyree, Stella F. Waddlngton and 
Mary Ellen Walsh. 
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA, INTERNATIONAL PREMEDICAL HONORARY 
Jadine C. Acena, Mary A. Bohorfoush, Robert K. Fuller, Kathleen M. Haugland, Shirley J. Johnson, 
Diane L. Kennar, Stephen D. Kuhn, David C. Leppla, Louis A. Matej, Patrick J. Murphy, Darryl L. 
President, Mary C. Robbins, Peter E. Volpe, Stella F. Waddington, Barbara J. Ward and Rita C. Watkins. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATIONAL BUSINESS HONORARY 
Gordon J. Alexander, Eric S. Anderson, Mark S. Belleque, Farrell D. Bjorkman, Joseph A. Bound, Brian 
P. CuIlen, Gary R. Danklefsen, Michael S. Deignan, Barbara B. Eshom, John P. Gess, Thomas F. Grohman, 
Mary M. Harkins, William E. Kreiner, Eugene A. Liekhus, Diane M. Lombardi, Francis E. Lord, Lena Y. P. 
Low, Edward M. McFerran, Stanley W. MbNaughton, Candace C. Miller, Joseph M. Moran, John Nagy Ill, 
Edward D. Payne, Richard N. Picard, Charles A. Russell, Evelyn C. Soisters, Timothy J. Sullivan, Dennis 
E. Thornton, Frank H. Utley, Jerry K. Weaver and Robert M. Woodruff. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONORARY 
Linda Barnhart, Jane Berghoff, Janet Biggs, Mary Bohorfoush, Cynthia Bourgeois, Patricia Corcoran, 
Melody Dana, Jo Anne DeLay, Thomas Doherty, Teresa Dugaw, Linda Dunn, Elizabeth Eggert, Janet 
Farber, Linda Grant, Kathleen Haugland, Stephen Hawbaker, Bernadette Hillson, Mary Jo Kidd, Andrea 
Kompkoff, Loretta Legrand, Victoria Lombardini, Gail McGuill, Michael McCrae, Kevin Myles, OSB, 
Catherine Neal, Helen Nelson, Priscilla Piast, Mary Roach, Vicki Sessions, Debra Sloan, Mary Tietjen, 
Katherine Watkins and Dona Wilson. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONORARY 
Bonito C. Almojuela, William R. Chambers, Raymond K. L. Chan, Martin S. M. Chang, Douglas P. Jones, 




BLUME FAMILY: Maryanne Lorenz, Louanne Moldovan, Marella Sheppard 
BOEING CO.: Eddie D. Burleson, Barbara B. Eshom, Steven W. Hooper, Edmund V. Lum. 
John G. Merrell 
LOUELLA COOK: Laura Chin, Gerilyn J. Hoffer, Mary C. Kinerk, James L. Parker, Mary E. Walsh 
FARMERS INSURANCE: Mark S. Belleque, James C. Hershey, Charlene G. Lacro, Francis Lord, 
Candace C. Miller, Nancy M. Greenwood 
ITALIAN CLUB OF SEATTLE: Rosemary C. Chiocchio, John M. Giordano 
ROSEMARY McCONE MEMORIAL: Rae Jean Blashka, Therese M. Kelly, Teresa M. Lombardi, 
Constance L. Majeau 
MERRILL TRUST: Jadine C. Acena, Marion T. Brown, Rita M. Bunkelman, Susan C. Calderon, Con-
stance E. Carlton, Sharon L. Carson, Jeannie M. Collins, Charlene L. Cram, James X. DeDonato, 
Thomas E. Doherty, Patty J. Eagle, John P. Eberlein, Jorge Garcia, John W. Gaskell, Jonathan H. 
George, Rose Mary Giaconla, Elizabeth L. Greiner, Pheobe A. Guillory, Michael W. Hackett, Toni 
T. Harrell, Jody A. Harris, Bernadette Hillson, Derrick B. Hines, Deborah W. Howard, Stephen D. 
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Kuhn, Judith M. Lewellen, Patricia F. Lopp, Jennifer K. Maurer, Edward M. McFerran, Kerry J. 
McGihhicuddy, Richard L. Morris, Catherine E. Neal, Jamie I. Norris, Timothy P. O'Brien, Rosemary 
A. Orchard, Connie V. Perry, Janet L. Pettibone, Patricia A. Randolph, Randie Lou M. Rapoza, 
Walter D. Reed, L. Stephen Rochon, Paul W. Routt, Therese A. Ryan, Patrick J. Shannon, Renee 
M. Simpson, Elizabeth R. Slavoksky, Loretta M. Smith, John E. Stafford, Alexandria C. Urquhart, 
Gina I. Vangelos, Stella F. Waddington, Debra M. Wilde, Peter A. Young 
WESTERN GEAR FOUNDATION: Benito C. Almojuela, GyIe C. Atler, Michael Ewing, James J. Walker 
WYMAN YOUTH TRUST: Marita Blashka, Cheryl A. Gunderson, Leonard M. Hanssen, John D. lmhoff, 
John R. Ruhl, Madeline W. Thorburn 
JAMES B. McGOLDRICK, SJ: Mark S. Belleque 
FATHER BEEZER MEMORIAL: Phillip W. Curtis 
HANDLEY MEMORIAL: Barbaraj. Hartman 
HARRY KINERK MEMORIAL: Mary Colleen Kinerk 
PAUL PIGOTT MEMORIAL: Margaret M. Sexton, Nathalie M. Weber, Karol A. Yeats 
WILLIAM E. SULLIVAN MEMORIAL: Vincent J. Kriley 
WASHINGTON STATE SCIENCE SEARCH: Roger N. Clark 
ALBERTA. SCHAFER MEMORIAL: Richard L. Morris 
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS 
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP: Robert C. Young 
NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIP: Veronica R. Lawson 
REGENTS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Gordon J. Alexander, Mary A. Boyle, James A. Champoux, Laura Chin, Trudy H. Dedrick, Lesley C. 
Duncan, Barbara B. Eshom, Mary M. Jasper, Douglas P. Jones, Sandra L. Michaelson, Jeanette M. 
Norris, Wendy M. Schack, Vicki M. Sessions, Mary E. Walsh and Frances K. Weller. 
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Catherine J. Barich, Deborah J. Carbough, Mary C. Carney, Lee Ann Collier, Barbara J. Conrad, Daniel 
T. Covello, Christopher G. Frost, George J. Goodall, Rodney T. Harmon, Michael J. Hayward, Susan M. 
Kohls, Christina R. Lechner, Cheryl A. Macdonald, Eli A. Mayer, Margaret C. Michels, Marcia G. Norman, 
Mary R. Roux, Rhonda L. Rudman, Richard A. Steig, Kimberle D. Stephens, Mary C. Sullivan, Thomas 
J. Tarigney Jr., Nick G. Tarlson, Kathleen M. Venables and James F. Walker. 
SPECIAL SUBSIDIZED SCHOLARSHIPS 
ALLSTATE FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: Janis K. Flom; AMERICAN BUSINESS WOMEN ASSOCIA-
TION SCHOLARSHIP: Gerilyn J. Hoffer; AMERICAN SAMOA SCHOLARSHIP: Ruthie Allen, Lagilelei 
Amosa, Daniel Langkilde, Joseph A. Langkilde, Masele Lialga, Simone M. Lolesio, Fogaolo L. Sea, 
Robert Sevaaetasi, Tahillagi Tima; AMERICAN SOCIETY OF WOMEN ACCOUNTANTS: Candice C. 
Miller; ANONYMOUS SCHOLARSHIP: Beverly J. Edwards; ANONYMOUS SCHOLARSHIP: Hwai-Ghen 
Koo; RUTH E. BAMBERGER AND JOHN E. BAMBERGER MEMORIAL FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: 
Charles W. Jackson; BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: Alvera K. Davis, Andra J. Elliott, Christina S. Fees, 
Jo Ann Finkbonner, Ronald F. Gamble, Norman P. Hansen, Thomas C. Hansen, Andrea L. Kompkoff, 
LaVerne T. Lane, Lorraine A. Lopez, James C. Mckay, Camille N. Monson, Del Ordonia, Robert D. 
Powell, Roxanne M. Roos, Dale G. Running Bear, Derek E. Thyholt, Anthony R. Torres, Robert R. 
Torres; BURIEN EMBLEM CLUB NO. 425 SCHOLARSHIP: Carol A. Wittrock; BURLINGTON EDISON 
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Sheree A. Connors; CAHALAN TRUST: Elizabeth L. 
Greiner; CATHOLIC NORTHWEST PROGRESS SCHOLARSHIP: Lori E. Noma; DR. TIMOTHY CHUNG 
SCHOLARSHIP: Chia-Yin Sun, Mm-I Su, Sung-Yun Chao; COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 
BOARD: Ronald Richardson; EDMONDS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Kathy A. Takis; 
EMARD SCHOLARSHIP: Kenneth Moss; FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES AUXILIARY No. 2338 PORT 
ORCHARD: Ann E. Standaert; TOM GORMAN SCHOLARSHIP: Mike M. Prineas; RUTH B. GOULD 
NURSING SCHOLARSHIP: Joann G. Brown; MARY ALICE GRIFFIN SOPHOMORE YEAR SCHOLAR-
SHIP: Constance L. Quinby; GOVERNMENT OF GUAM SCHOLARSHIP: Valerie Belanger, Yolanda 
Britania, Fay D. L. Garrido, Donna F. Henderson, Mary Ann Torres; MARIE HAMILTON SCHOLAR-
SHIP: Laurette Alexander, Frank Glasscock; ELIZABETH A. HODGES MEMORIAL (BAINBRIDGE HIGH 
SCHOOL) SCHOLARSHIP: Robert C. Young; HOLSUM BAKING INC., HAWAII: Melvin Ancheta; JUNIOR 
ACHIEVEMENT OF GREATER SEATFLE INC. SCHOLARSHIP: Gloria M. Walton; KAMEHAMEHA 
SCHOLARSHIP: Audreen C. Crowder, Caroline P. Cullen, Charlene A. Nahooikaika; KAPPA DELTA 
SCHOLARSHIP: Patricia Feltin; LOS ANGELES PROGRAMS FOR EDUCATION: Connie Rayford; 
MOUNT BAKER NURSES ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Kristi M. Geri; NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP 
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SERVICE AND FUND FOR NEGRO STUDENTS SCHOLARSHIP: James L. Jackson; OVERLAKE 
SERVICE LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIP: Viola Minaker; PASCO ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATORS SCHOLAR-
SHIP: Lee Ann Collier; PASCO COUNCIL OF P.T.A. SCHOLARSHIP: Lee Ann Collier; PAY 'N SAVE 
SCHOLARSHIP: Edward W. Pebley; PEMCO SCHOLARSHIP: Kenneth D. Moss; VIVIENNE PENICK 
SCHOLARSHIP: Cheryl Mayberry; CHAPTER A.N. OF P.E.O. SISTERHOOD SCHOLARSHIP: Valeree 
Kincaid; IDA M. POPE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Deborah Park; EDWIN T. PRATT MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP: Rita Bruce; PUYALLUP KIWANIS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP: Valeree L. Kincaid; RAY-
ONIER SCHOLARSHIP: Irene Berryhill Mitchell, Kathryn Okawa; ROTARY CLUB OF OAKLAND, 
CALIFORNIA: Darryl L. President; WILLIAM F. & ETTA M.C. SCHLUENG SCHOLARSHIP: Lynne E. 
Carroll; M.M. SCOTT SCHOLARSHIP: Edralyn T. Caberto, Marilyn Eberhardt, Lena Low, Howard M. 
Nakata; SCOTT PAPER COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP: Joseph A. Bound, Cheri L. Turner; MOST 
WORSHIPFUL ST. JOSEPH GRAND LODGE A.F. & A.M. SCOTTISH RITE OF OREGON & MT. OLIVE 
GRAND CHAPTER, O.E.S. OF OREGON SCHOLARSHIP: Kathy R. Martin; SEATTLE-FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP: Calvin Green; SEATTLE MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
SCHOLARSHIP: Barbara B. Eshom, John Payseno; SEHONE HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP: Kris Geri; 
SHREVEPORT ALUMNAE CHAPTER DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY INC. SCHOLARSHIP: Veronica 
R. Lawson; SNOHOMISH HIGH SCHOOL ASSOCIATED STUDENT BODY SCHOLARSHIP: Clarice 
Chambers; SOROPTIMIST CLUB OF SNO-KING SCHOLARSHIP: Theresa B. Figurelli; SOUTHSIDE 
P.T.A., SHELTON SCHOLARSHIP: Teresa A. Murray; STANFORD UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP: Jennifer 
Hood; TORCH CLIJB—EDMONDS HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP: Catherine Bloom; TOTEM SCHOLAR-
SHIP: Mary P. Johnson; TRUST TERRITORY: Ponsiano K. Mad; UNITED METHODIST WOMEN 
SCHOLARSHIP: Kathy R. Martin; VANCOUVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Terry 
Atwater; VERMONT INCENTIVE GRANT FROM THE VERMONT STUDENT ASSISTANCE CORP.: Cynthia 
Lea; WASHINGTON BANKERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Joseph M. Moran; WASHINGTON 
CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS SCHOLARSHIP: Rita M. Bunkleman, Debris A. Hershey, 
Patricia Lang, Jerold B. Wing; WASHINGTON NATURAL GAS CO. SCHOLARSHIP: Pamela Nelson; 
WHO'S WHO AMONG AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS SCHOLARSHIP: Jane F. Kauth; WILLING 
WORKERS OF BURLINGTON SCHOLARSHIP: Sheree A. Connors; YELM COMMUNITY SCHOLARSHIP: 
Joann G. Brown. 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS 
Harold T. Anderson, Amy K. Bedient, Christine M. Belleque, Rita M. Bunkelman, Mark K. Chang, 
Christine T. Corbett, Madelyn J. Corrigan, Ulla I. Coupez, Melody A. Dana, Joanne Delay, Peter M. 
Falk, Mary Jo Groseclose, Judith A. Hilton, Kathryn C. Hoffmeister, Marcia B. Karr, Mary Jo Kaufer, 
Christopher T. Koruga, Anne M. Lavalla, Loretta M. Legrand, Barbara J. Lentz, Echo J. Lewis, Lena 
V.P. Low, Edmund Y.M. Lum, Kathleen T. Marion, Marie V. Marx, Molly H. McDevitt, Thomas J. Mc-
Donell, Kenneth S. McEwan, Edward M. McFerran, Mary A. McIntosh, Maureen Murphy, Mary H. Nixon, 
Jamie I. Norris, Ralph W. Osgood, James L. Parker, Randiann K. Porras, Mark C. Rattray, John R. 
Ruhl, Sabra Jo Serrin, Gayle D. Sommerfeld, Sandra R. Sunde, Ruth F. Tajon, Elizabeth A. Thornton, 
Mary A. Tietjen, Elizabeth Tyree, SteIla M. Waddington, Laurie A. Westerbrook, Betty F. Woods and 
Nancy J. Yee. 
FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Marion T. Brown, Christine H. Bunes, Merry K. Cote, Chester A. Dickerson, Jr., John M. Hansen, 
Rosemary E. Hemmen, Heidi M. Johnson, Sandra J. Lamb, Richard F. Lorenz, Connie R. Lovelady, 
Constance L. Majeau, Ann S. Matthews, Louanne Moldovan, Thomas M. Murphy, Jonathan K. Mylius, 
Kristen B. Olsen, Ruth A. Parkison, Stephen Parrott, Kevin G. Peterson, Sally E. Whipple and Virginia 
Wolfe. 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Harold Nelson, President; Lawrence N. Brouse, First Vice President; Gregory E. Camden, Second 
Vice President; Janis K. Fbom, Secretary; Kenneth J. Barroga, Treasurer; Margaret J. Hagen, Execu-
tive Secretary; Josie L. Rauen, Comptroller; Edward J. Hayduk, Executive Coordinator; Linda Martin, 
Associated Women Students President; Trina Dukes, Associated Women Students Vice President; 
Kathryn L. Kindt, Associated Women Students Secretary-Treasurer; Christine A. Zarrow, Aegis Editor-
In-Chief; Ann E. Standaert, Spectator Editor-In-Chief. 
US ARMY SCHOLARSHIPS 
Sean T. Atteridge, Lawrence E. Bagwitb, Dirk A. Bartram, Michael N. Ewing, John P. Gess, Val B. 
Hansen, Brian D. Heaiy, Alan T. Kimura, John Lukjanowicz, Jeffrey D. Rabe, Gregory G. Riggs, James 
Ryan, Bradley K. Tomhave, Don W. Winton and Bernard F. Zipp. 
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Academic Costume 
The caps, gowns and hoods universally worn by faculties and candidates for degrees at graduating 
exercises are a costume dating back to the Twelfth Century. In medieval days the scholars were 
clerics; the buildings were cold; capes and hoods were required for warmth, the robes of scholars 
were similar to the cassocks of the clerics. 
In the course of years of development, caps with tassels have replaced capes for the head covering, 
the hooded cape has been modified into the present hood, and the gowns with long flowing sleeves 
have been redesigned to indicate the character of the degree of the wearer. In 1893, a student move-
ment in the United States endorsed academic apparel as overcoming awkwardness and difference 
in dress at graduation exercises and resulted in a standardization of academic costume in this country. 
The Intercollegiate Code, adopted in 1895, recognizes three styles of gowns: a bachelor's gown, a 
master's gown, and a doctor's gown. The differences in these gowns are mainly in the cut and shape 
of the sleeves and in the trimming. Hoods are also recognized for each of the above degrees and 
vary in shape, size and length. The shell of the hood matches the black material of the gown, and 
is lined with the color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. The velvet bordering of the 
hood is of a color indicative of the field of learning to which the degree pertains. The Oxford cap, 
proper for all degrees, is worn both indoors and outdoors with academic costume. The tassel, worn 
over the left eye once the degree is conferred, is also symbolic of the degree and conforms to the 
code of colors for hood trimming. Prior to the actual conferring of the degree the tassel is worn over 
the right eye. Holders of doctor's degrees are entitled to wear a gold tassel. The tassel of a bachelor's 
degree indicates the field in which the degree is granted. The color for each field of learning follows: 
Arts, Letters and Humanities White Library Science Lemon 
Business Olive Drab Medicine Green 
Dentistry Lilac Music Pink 
Economics Copper Nursing Apricot 
Education Ice Blue Philosophy Dark Blue 
Engineering Orange Physical Education Sage Green 
Fine Arts Brown Public Affairs Peacock Blue 
Journalism Crimson Science Golden Yellow 
Laws Purple Theology and Divinity Scarlet 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Intercollegiate Knights, Spurs 
Burgundy Bleus, Alpha Phi Omega 
Intercollegiate Knights 
Little Sisters 
Seattle University ROTC Color Guard 
Department of Fine Arts, Seattle University 
West Seattle High School Band 
The appearance of names in this program should not be construed as official 
recognition that all degree requirements are completed. 
